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The work includes:



Preface; Sources and historiography;

The first chapter. Prerequisites for the appearance of the thaler. With subsections

- Silver in Europe in the XV-XU centuries, the ratio between gold and silver,

Imbalance in trade with the East;

Chapter Two. Origin and distribution of the thaler until the end of the 17th

century. It examines in detail the variants of the thaler standard and the parallel

denominations circulating in Europe;

Chapter three. Subdivisions of the thaler and other coin denominations

associated with it in the Netherlands. thalers, ducats / ducatons, guilders, reals,

and florins are examined in detail;

Chapter four. Prerequisites and reasons for the entry of the thaler in the

Bulgarian lands in the XVI-XVII century. A socio-economic and historical

analysis of the reasons that led to the crisis in the Ottoman Empire in 1585, the

devaluation of the akche, and the entry of European coins are applied.

Chapter Five. The thaler coins in the Bulgarian lands under Ottoman rule in the

XVI-XVII century. The ways of penetration and the reasons for vaulting are

considered. All European coin types registered in the monetary circulation are

analyzed in detail.

Chapter Six. Value and purchasing power of thaler coins in the Bulgarian lands.

An economic and numismatic analysis based on the official exchange rates and

the real value of thaler coins is applied. The study is based on purchasing power,

taxes, and fees.

Chapter seven. Treasures containing thaler coins from the XVI-XVII century,

originating from the territory of today's Bulgaria.

There are five applications: Tables; Diagrams; Unofficial names of coins

circulating in the Bulgarian lands in the XVI-XVII century; Maps and Catalog.

Finally, are the sources of the images used, abbreviations used, literature, and

Conclusion.

A total of 9 articles and 1 study were published on the topic of the dissertation.



The used literature includes 488 titles by Bulgarian and foreign authors.

The abstract in a separate body contains 52 pages long and meets the

requirements.

1. Relevance and significance of the developed problem.

The dissertation is submitted at a stage when there is a serious deficit of

systematic research in numismatics for the period XVI-XVII century. There is a

great disproportion between the studies of numisrclatics for the ancient and

medieval period from the VI century BC. to the 14th century on the one hand

and those after the 15th century on the other. Historical events and the attitude

towards the period of the Ottoman rule of the Bulgarian lands and people had a

negative impact on the research processes.

A high level of the topicality of the proposed work can be found, reflecting the

extremely rich picture of denominations, values, prices, and payments exposed

against the background of specific historical events.

2. General characteristics of the dissertation.

Significance of the developed problem:

- A comprehensive analysis of all denominations and coin types circulating in

today's Bulgarian lands for the period XVI-XVII century has been developed.

Such a detailed analysis has not been performed so far. It allows to trace and

explain the functioning of the market, the tax system, fees, and levies of

Bulgarians during the study period.

- The paper provides extremely important data for the interpretation not only of

numismatic problems but also of the history of money, the market, and public

policy studied through an excellent historical interpretation.

3. Evaluation of the scientific results and the contributions of the

dissertation.



3.1. Novelty for science. A standard of understanding and interpretation of

money coins for the period XVI-XVII century is proposed. Researchers of

historical and financial documents so far do not have a unified, accurate idea of

the names and numismatic expressions of the many denominations described.

This affects the conclusions and the synthesis part.

3 .2. Enrichment of existing knowledge.

Based on the present work, the beginning of the creation of a thaler's type corps

as a single source of information is set. A well-ro+rnded picture of the trade

contacts between the thaler zone in Europe and today's Bulgarian lands has been

formed. A solid guide has been provided for specialists in other fields studying

money theory and financial history.

3.3. Application of scientific achievements in practice. The work (book) is a

valuable tool for museum workers, archaeologists, and operational numismatists

working in the field on identifications and expertise.

3.4. Structure and content.

The author has chosen a structure suitable for presenting the diverse and specific

numismatic material. To present the summary, he drew it at the very end. Before

that, all applications, abbreviations, and used literature are presented. Another

feature of the narrative is the inserted illustrations in the text. Thus, they

coffespond to the current text and explanations. With such a variety of coin

types, many of which even the numismatists are not familiar with, the

illustrations allow the reader to quickly navigate and perceive the author's idea.

Regarding the requirements to the structure and the content, their conformity

with the overall work and the ideas embedded in it can be ascertained.

3.5. For the contributions.

In fact, all the work is contributed to Bulgarian numismatics. In particular,

contributions may be summarized as follows:



- The work is the first comprehensive and generalized study of thaler types of

coins and related European denominations in today's Bulgarian lands for the

period XVI-XVII century.

- The conclusions of the author are based on a very in-depth historical argument

covering the territories and countries where the thaler and the European territory

of the Ottoman Empire and in particular today's Bulgarian lands appear.

- Based on a thorough review and critical analysis of available sources,

publications, and numismatic catalogs, created a eomprehensive picture of the

participation of the thaler type of European coins in the monetary circulation in

today's Bulgarian lands in the XVI-XUI century. The catalog proposed by the

author in this paper is of greatpractical importance not only for those tempted in

the period XVI-XVII century but also for the numismatic college specialized in

other fields.

- A professional commentary has been proposed on the terms (informal names)

used over the centuries to define so-called thaler-type coins.

- A particularly valuable contribution is the processing and reflection on amap

of the collective coin finds containing thaler-type coins from today's Bulgarian

lands. 27 card schemes reflect the different issuers. To this must be added the

introduction of solid unpublished material on the subject.

- The picture of the circulated in today's Bulgarian lands and especially the

unidentified and hitherto unknown types are filled. Errors in the identification

and publication of European coins have been corrected. Especially European

issuers of thaler-type coins who have not been identified so far in the monetary

circulation in today's Bulgarian lands.

- The author has given the opportunity to specialists from other fields to use the

results of his work.

4. Critical remarks and recommendations.

I have no critical remarks on the merits. These are rather recommendations.



4.1. To refine the title. Without prior explanation, it is not clear what exactly,

according to the author, "Thaler coins" means. In the preface, such an

explanation is given "... larger than % thaler".

4.Z.Regarding the language: The abbreviations are not uniform. For example:

"BeK" is written in places and "8." is written in places; Also the definitions of

"Ottoman" and "Turkish" power or "Ottomanst' and "Turks".

In places, the author uses and writes in the first person singular as well as plural.

4.3.Inthe text often gives assessments of the authors as persons, instead of their

works only.

When publishing the work, it would be good to consider a more appropriate

wording of the title and to avoid some technical and stylistic inaccuracies.

5. Conclusion

The proposed dissertation is characterizedby relevance and serious

contributions. There is an excellent knowledge of the developed material and the

use of effective research methods. As a result of the synthesis, a new product is

available with many innovations for Bulgarian numismatics. It provides an

opportunity to enrich existing knowledge and widespread use in practice. The

technical requirements for the volume and development of the abstract have

been met.

The author's approach is consistent with the specifics of the topic and through

the appropriate structure, the required result is achieved. Very valuable

information has been put into use in anarea filled with deficits in Bulgarian

historiography, numismatics, and the theory and history of money.

The original contributions, the scientific and practically significant proposals,

and solutions in the field of Bulgarian numismatics give me a reason without

any doubt to give high praise to the work of Assoc. Prof. Dr. Krassimir Todorov

Krastev on "Thaler coins in the Bulgarian lands in the XVI-XVII century" and to



define its scientific and applied value as fully meeting the requirements for

obtaining the scientific degree of "Doctor of Science".

6. Evaluation of the dissertation

Based on everything presented in relation to the dissertation and its auttror, I
give a completely positive assessment of the dissertation developed by Assoc.

Prof. Dr. Krassimir Todorov Krastev and in accordance with Art.14 of 3PACF.
+

and Art. 43 of III3PACF through the esteemed jury to propose to the

Management of BISHOP KONSTANTIN PRESLAVSKY UMVERSITY

SHLMEN to confirm the procedure as successful.
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